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Executive Summary 
This study investigates the tradeoffs of introducing fixed income like assets to the Xantos core fund using 

bond exchange traded funds (ETFs). Simulations are performed using the Xantos Labs’ backtest 

framework and an optimal degree of exposure to bonds is calibrated. Results indicate that a carefully 

selected and appropriately calibrated bond-enhanced portfolio provides significant downside protection 

and diversification benefits with minimal performance cost.  

Key takeaways 

● Enhancing the Xantos Core Fund (XCF) with exposures along the yield curve can be alpha-

accretive. 

● This bond-enhanced fund (BEF) provides noticeable downside protection as evidenced by lower 

maximum drawdowns in a range of macroeconomic and financial market contexts. 

● At least for the core fund, fixed income exposure should be capped at 15 percent to minimize the 

performance cost. 

● The expected path of interest rates deserves some consideration as the BEF performs weaker in 

rising interest rate environments. Yet introducing these products to XCF amounts effectively to a 

decrease in duration risk and would reduce portfolio volatility in this environment.

Introduction 

The historical outperformance of Xantos’ Core 

Fund (XCF) has been outstanding, especially in 

terms of absolute returns generated for the amount 

of risk taken. Nevertheless, the end of 

accommodative monetary and financial policies in 

the aftermath of the pandemic has put greater 

focus on portfolio construction and management to 

achieve alpha. In order to enhance downside risk 

management in the core fund by reducing 

drawdowns and protecting value for clients, this 

note outlines a strategy to introduce ETFs of bonds 

along the US yield curve and international bonds.  

The research and development of the core fund’s 

approach—constructing carefully curated 

portfolios of equities with strong fundamentals and 

secular tailwinds—went hand-in-hand with the 

service delivery model of separately managed 

accounts that would provide transparency and 

flexibility to clients. The algorithms that govern the 

management of the portfolios pay particular 

attention to downside risk protection, as outlined in 

previous papers. In view of these operational 

details, the most straightforward way to introduce 

fixed-income assets to the portfolio is to use ETFs.    

A 60/40 portfolio in which diversified stocks and 

bonds comprise 60 and 40 percent respectively 

has long been touted as a simple rule-based 

approach for investors to outperform inflation while 

securing some downside protection. The 

prevalence of the model has been due both to its 

relative simplicity and its historical success in 

producing strong returns while providing 

reasonable protection during periods with large 

market drawdowns. A rough calculation suggests 

that this model rule would have yielded roughly 12 

percent on average per year over the last couple of 

decades.  

This is clearly below XCF’s risk-adjusted returns 

over a comparable period. The challenge then is to 

explore whether it is possible to achieve risk-

adjusted returns close to or above XCF’s 

performance with a well-curated selection of bond 

ETFs. We explored various options by augmenting 

XCF with a range of bond ETFs and settled on a 

set that trace out the US yield curve (more below). 

Relative to XCF, this bond-enhanced fund (BEF) 

offers more downside protection without 

sacrificing much top-end performance.  

Much has been made lately of the demise of 

stock/bond splits meant to achieve both long-term 

capital appreciation as well as capital preservation. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/02/traditional-60/40-portfolio-has-actually-reached-its-expiration-date.html
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The typical argument is that with yields at historical 

lows and equity market valuations at historical 

highs, there is little wiggle room for bond prices to 

rise when stocks fall (remember that bond prices 

move inversely to bond yields). As the Fed 

normalizes monetary policy via both so-called 

quantitative tightening as well as its planned rate 

hikes, many market participants argue that there is 

limited upside for both stocks and fixed-income 

securities. Our view is that the BEF will have a 

lower ‘effective duration’—lower valuation 

sensitivity to interest rates—than the XCF which 

overweights high-conviction picks that have 

secular trends. The rest of the paper describes the 

characteristic of the bond ETFs, the trading 

environment, and the calibration exercise utilized in 

the study. After that, the results are presented 

followed by a conclusion with ideas for future work.  

Bond ETFs 

Bond ETFs provide an avenue for retail and 

institutional investors alike to gain exposure to 

diversified fixed-income assets with characteristics 

of their choosing. Firms such as State Street and 

BlackRock offer Index Funds and ETFs like AGG 

which allows investors to gain low-cost broad 

exposure to US investment grade bonds. These 

ETFs are designed to track specific bond portfolio 

characteristics including, inter alia, returns, 

weighted average maturity, average yield to 

maturity, convexity, and effective duration.  

Bond ETFs differ in important ways from traditional 

bonds which are inaccessible for many investors. 

Most importantly, while many characteristics of 

bonds evolve as the securities mature, bond ETFs 

continually adjust so that the nature of investors’ 

exposures remain the same. For instance, a bond 

ETF designed to track 30-year US agency 

mortgage-backed securities (MBS) will constantly 

shed and repurchase assets so that its holders 

always have exposure to the 30-year assets. On 

the other hand, an investor that purchases the 30-

year agency MBS directly in secondary markets will 

notice that the duration of the security declines as 

the security matures.     

Traditional bonds trade over the counter (OTC) 

which leads to reduced transparency for many 

investors, higher broker power and markups, and 

poor liquidity in extreme market conditions. Bond 

ETFs are equity-like and do not suffer from these 

challenges. On the other hand, an investor in high 

quality US government bonds is guaranteed to get 

their principal and coupon payments if they hold 

the bond to maturity. This is not the case for the 

vast majority of bond ETFs which never mature. 

An important consideration when investing in ETFs 

is the expense ratio which specifies the cost of 

managing the ETF and any other fees that are 

acquired by investing in other vehicles such as 

mutual funds.  

The bond ETFs chosen for this exercise were 

selected to give the proprietary risk management 

algorithm the option to trace out the US yield curve 

given economic and financial market conditions in 

as efficient a manner as possible (Table 1). 

Specifically, the XCF is augmented to include (i) a 

short-term treasury ETF with an average effective 

maturity of 2 years; (ii) an intermediate-term bond 

ETF which an average effective maturity of 7.5 

years; (iii) a long-term bond ETF with an average 

effective maturity of 23 years; and (iv) an 

international bond ETF with an average maturity of 

10 years. These choices are motivated by the high-

growth tilt of the XCF which lends it a high effective 

duration (if we think about equity duration roughly 

as the inverse of dividend payout ratios).  

Environment and Calibration 

Given the strong historical performance of the 

algorithm underlying XCF, efforts were made to 

minimize changes to the trading environment and 

to give the algorithm the flexibility to optimally 

choose stock and bond weights for the portfolio. 

The current XCF comprises 26 securities1.  

For simplicity and given data constraints, trading in 

the backtest environment is restricted to the period 

from January 2000 through December 2021 at a 

daily frequency. The trading controls described 

1 Investable universe includes CPRT, ZTS, TMO, FHRC, MSCI, TEAM, CSGP, 
AMZN, SHOP, MTD, VEEV, WAT, NFLX, MSFT, MA, BKNG, INTU, ASML, SQ, 
CRM, MEDP, WD, INMD, FTNT, MKTX, MKC. 
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below introduce state-dependence into the optimal 

allocation, so the start date is not innocuous. We 

consider other feasible start dates and find that the 

qualitative results remain consistent. The rebalance 

is set to monthly and a minimum offset for trades is 

set to 5 percent which helps eliminate frivolous 

portfolio rebalancing and reduces incurred taxes. 

The nominal portfolio amount is set to $100,000 at 

trade inception with no recurring deposits or dollar 

cost averaging. With fractional shares enabled, the 

initial portfolio amount is inconsequential.  

Any and all dividends are reinvested into the 

portfolio and tax loss harvesting is disabled. The 

proprietary in-time business cycle predictor is used 

to adjust in recession periods the parameters that 

govern the level of portfolio aggression, leading to 

more conservative postures in recessionary 

episodes. Short-sales are disabled leading to a 

long-only portfolio throughout the trading period. 

Maximum individual security exposures are limited 

to 30 percent for all securities, with tighter regional 

exposure limits for foreign company stocks via 

listed American depositary receipts (ADRs). 

Simulations are run with different bond exposure 

limits ranging from 10 percent to 30 percent as well 

as variations in parameters that govern the 

aggressiveness of the portfolio and the aversion to 

downside losses. These simulations are run for 

three investment styles—conservative, moderate, 

and aggressive—which determine the posturing 

during normal/boom periods.  

The backtest environment mimic the trading 

controls and other key features we apply in real 

accounts as described above. In the backtest 

framework, all data is simulated forward so that 

look-ahead bias is removed i.e., only information 

present on any given day is used in allocating 

across assets and in executing trades. Unlike real 

accounts, we do not account for the timing of cash 

flows, and use closing prices so orders execute at 

the next close with a T+2 expiration window.  

Results 

Results demonstrate that the BEF produces better 

downside protection with not much performance 

cost as evidenced by a comparable alpha to the 

XCF and smaller max drawdowns. In terms of 

alpha, the best performing calibration is a BEF with 

a 15 percent cap on bond ETFs (the optimal 

allocation of the bond ETFs within this 15 percent 

cap is left to the portfolio optimizer to choose). For 

brevity, the results presented below for all 

investment styles are for the optimally 

parameterized BEFs compared with the 

corresponding fully optimized XCF. 

For the aggressive investment style, over the 22-

year study period, the BEF:15 yields an alpha of 

24.85 percent, higher than the XCF alpha of 24.46 

percent (Table 2). Yet the max drawdown for the 

BEF:15 is -29.68 percent during the Global 

Financial Crisis (GFC) while the max drawdown for 

the XCF is -37.89 percent, also during the GFC. 

Cumulative annualized returns are 29.24 and 29.55 

percent respectively for the BEF:15 and the XCF, 

markedly higher than the S&P 500’s annualized 

return of 5.77percent over the entire period. As 

would be expected, the BEF:15 has a lower beta 

(0.96) than the XCF’s beta (1.11) with higher Sharpe 

and Sortino ratios as well.  

In more recent periods, the XCF performed better 

(Table 2). Trailing 1- and 5- year returns show 29.16 

and 54.68 percent annualized returns respectively 

for the XCF. The BEF:15 returned 23.45 and 52.78 

percent annualized respectively over the trailing 1- 

and 5-year periods. While the max drawdown over 

a 5-year horizon is less for the BEF:15, the XCF had 

a lower drawdown (-8.25 percent) than the BEF:15 

(-14.97 percent) over the trailing 1-year. 

These qualitative patterns are similar for the 

conservative and moderate investment styles 

configured XCF and BEF:15 though the XCF 

outperforms slightly over the entire study period 

(Table 3). For the conservative investment style, 

XCF annualized cumulative returns amount to 

22.97 percent versus 22.65 percent for the BEF:15. 
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The max drawdown for the BEF:15 is markedly 

lower as we would expect. The BEF:15 outperforms 

the XCF in the trailing 1-year period with an alpha of 

5.69 percent compared to an alpha of 2.28 percent 

for the conservative XCF. For 5-year trailing 

returns, conservative XCF annualized returns are 

44.13 percent versus 43.35 percent for the 

conservative BEF:15 while the max drawdown is -

17.04 percent versus the -19.63 percent of the 

conservative XCF.  

Performance gaps are similar for the moderate 

investment styles. Over the entire period, the 

moderate BEF:15 returned 26.24 percent on an 

annual basis while the moderate XCF returned 

26.75 percent. As with other cases, the moderate 

BCF:15 max drawdown was less severe than the 

XCF counterpart.  

An added benefit of the strategy used in the BEF:15 

is that allocations to cash decline. Although the 

yield on these bonds is negative in real terms, the 

assets do fare better than cash and contribute to 

the overall better performance. In the absence of 

pressing spending needs for an investor, the value 

of this cash would erode overtime, causing 

investors to lose in real terms.  

The peculiarities of macroeconomic and financial 

market conditions during the pandemic could be 

characterized as a rising tide lifts all boats. Real 

yields have been trending lower for decades, driven 

by secular headwinds from aging demographics, a 

scarcity of safe assets, and declining trend growth. 

The unprecedented injection of liquidity and 

financial support during the pandemic led to even 

lower yields across the yield curve. Lower interest 

rates on both the short and long ends of the yield 

curve via interest rate cuts and aggressive 

quantitative easing by the Fed meant a boon for 

both stocks and bonds. But what happens when 

some of these policies are unwound and monetary 

policy is normalized?  

Motivated by the difference in performance 

differences between the XCF and BEF:15 in the 

trailing 1-year and 5-year periods, we bored deeper 

into the results to compare performance patterns 

across years, seeking to identify possible 

differences during tightening cycles vs other 

periods. Summarizing broadly, we find that, for the 

aggressive investment style, XCF tended to 

outperform BEF:15 in years when the cumulative 

Fed policy rate change was positive (Table 4). Yet 

the BEF:15 continues to provide noticeable 

downside protection resulting in a cumulative 

outperformance (Table 5).  

As usual, past performance is no indicator of future 

results. This caveat is all the more important given 

the different nature of this economic environment 

with noticeably high inflation and elevated 

pandemic-related uncertainty. Furthermore, 

although markets have already priced in four rate 

hikes this year, bond ETFs are more sensitive to 

interest rate changes than traditional bonds (for 

reasons outlined above). Nevertheless, portfolio-

level interest rate sensitivity for the BEF:15 might 

be lower than the XCF because the XCF is heavily 

growth-weighted. On the other hand, adverse 

developments related to the pandemic and the 

recovery could cause the US Fed to alter their 

anticipated path either by pausing rate hikes and 

quantitative tightening or by providing forward 

guidance to ease conditions. All of these would 

provide support for the bond ETFs in BEF:15.  

Future work could include investigating other ways 

to utilize bond ETFs more effectively and 

incorporate insights from performance 

comparisons during tightening cycles. For instance, 

buying an inverse bond ETF might help boost 

performance in years when markets anticipate a 

tightening cycle. However, inverse ETFs are more 

expensive and relatively more complicated to 

manage, with features that might make them 

inappropriate for a long-term strategy such as the 

XCF and BEF:15.
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Table 1: Bond ETFs utilized in this study. Since inception data as of 12/31/2021 

 

Table 2: Bond-enhanced Core Fund (BEF) with various allocation caps versus Xantos Core Fund 

(XCF) for Aggressive investment style only. Blue indicate ‘best’ performing column for a given row. 

Stats based on monthly returns from inception of 1/1/2000 till 12/31/2020. Index is S&P 500 and stats 

are for price returns only (exclusive of divdend reinvestments). Risk free rate is 3-month U.S. Treasury 

Bills. The risk-free rate is used as hurdle rate for Sortino ratio.  Past performance is not a guarantee of 

future performance. 

Ticker ETF Name Asset Class
Expense 

Ratio

Average 

Effective 

Maturity

Annualized 

Returns since 

inception

SHY Short-Term Treasury ETF Bond - Short-term Government 0.15% 1.94 years 1.93%

IEF Intermediate-Term Bond ETF Bond - Inter-term Investment 0.15% 8.65 years 4.58%

TLT Long-term Bond ETF Bond - Long-term Investment 0.15% 26.07 years 6.61%

IGOV Total International Bond ETF International 0.35% 10.74 years 1.65%

Cumulative Risk Free Return 1.02% 1.02% 1.02%

Index Return 5.77% 5.77% 5.77%

Algo Returns 29.55% 28.90% 29.24%

Index Volatility 14.97% 14.97% 14.97%

Algo Volatility 25.97% 25.31% 24.83%

Beta 1.11 0.99 0.96

Alpha 24.46% 24.46% 24.85%

Sharpe Ratio 1.09 1.1 1.12

Sortino Ratio 1.52 1.51 1.57

Index Max Drawdown (DD) -52.56% -52.56% -52.56%

Algo Max DD -37.89% -32.98% -29.68%

Trailing 1 Year Risk Free Return 0.03% 0.03% 0.03%

Index Return 26.89% 26.89% 26.89%

Algo Returns 29.16% 27.16% 23.45%

Index Volatility 11.06% 11.06% 11.06%

Algo Volatility 17.25% 20.95% 20.88%

Beta 0.63 0.39 0.32

Alpha 11.94% 18.13% 16.44%

Sharpe Ratio 1.58 1.25 1.11

Sortino Ratio 2.25 1.6 1.26

Index Max DD -4.76% -4.76% -4.76%

Algo Max DD -8.25% -12.94% -14.97%

Trailing 5 Year Risk Free Return 0.74% 0.74% 0.74%

Index Return 16.12% 16.12% 16.12%

Algo Returns 54.68% 54.00% 52.78%

Index Volatility 15.39% 15.39% 15.39%

Algo Volatility 24.18% 24.34% 24.24%

Beta 1.11 0.95 0.94

Alpha 33.65% 36.22% 35.35%

Sharpe Ratio 1.92 1.89 1.87

Sortino Ratio 3.36 3.26 3.13

Index Max DD -20.00% -20.00% -20.00%

Algo Max DD -20.25% -18.86% -18.83%

BEF: 10% cap BEF: 15% capXCFMetricsPeriod
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Table 3: Bond-enhanced Core Fund (BEF) with 15% allocation cap versus Xantos Core Fund (XCF) 

across investment styles. Blue indicate ‘best’ performing column for a given row. Stats based on 

monthly returns from inception of 1/1/2000 till 12/31/2020. Index is S&P 500 and stats are for price 

returns only (exclusive of divdend reinvestments). Risk free rate is 3-month U.S. Treasury Bills. The 

risk-free rate is used as hurdle rate for Sortino ratio.  Past performance is not a guarantee of future 

performance.

XCF BEF XCF BEF XCF BEF

Cumulative Risk Free Return 1.02% 1.02% 1.02% 1.02% 1.02% 1.02%

Index Return 5.77% 5.77% 5.77% 5.77% 5.77% 5.77%

Algo Returns 22.97% 22.65% 26.75% 26.24% 29.55% 29.24%

Index Volatility 14.97% 14.97% 14.97% 14.97% 14.97% 14.97%

Algo Volatility 20.79% 19.40% 23.52% 22.66% 25.97% 24.83%

Beta 0.96 0.86 1.04 0.97 1.11 0.96

Alpha 17.78% 17.82% 21.55% 21.33% 24.46% 24.85%

Sharpe Ratio 1.06 1.1 1.09 1.1 1.09 1.12

Sortino Ratio 1.26 1.34 1.41 1.46 1.52 1.57

Index Max DD -52.56% -52.56% -52.56% -52.56% -52.56% -52.56%

Algo Max DD -36.38% -30.73% -37.12% -32.16% -37.89% -29.68%

Trailing 1 Year Risk Free Return 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03%

Index Return 26.89% 26.89% 26.89% 26.89% 26.89% 26.89%

Algo Returns 22.50% 22.85% 26.67% 21.16% 29.16% 23.45%

Index Volatility 11.06% 11.06% 11.06% 11.06% 11.06% 11.06%

Algo Volatility 13.40% 14.14% 16.58% 16.37% 17.25% 20.88%

Beta 0.77 0.65 0.79 0.65 0.63 0.32

Alpha 2.28% 5.69% 5.75% 4.61% 11.94% 16.44%

Sharpe Ratio 1.59 1.53 1.51 1.25 1.58 1.11

Sortino Ratio 2.15 2.25 2.01 1.56 2.25 1.26

Index Max DD -4.76% -4.76% -4.76% -4.76% -4.76% -4.76%

Algo Max DD -5.22% -5.56% -8.30% -9.10% -8.25% -14.97%

Trailing 5 Year Risk Free Return 0.74% 0.74% 0.74% 0.74% 0.74% 0.74%

Index Return 16.12% 16.12% 16.12% 16.12% 16.12% 16.12%

Algo Returns 44.13% 43.35% 50.21% 47.82% 54.68% 52.78%

Index Volatility 15.39% 15.39% 15.39% 15.39% 15.39% 15.39%

Algo Volatility 18.88% 18.25% 21.17% 21.26% 24.18% 24.24%

Beta 0.93 0.87 1.02 0.97 1.11 0.94

Alpha 26.38% 26.80% 30.72% 29.55% 33.65% 35.35%

Sharpe Ratio 2.02 2.05 2.02 1.94 1.92 1.87

Sortino Ratio 3.33 3.5 3.39 3.24 3.36 3.13

Index Max DD -20.00% -20.00% -20.00% -20.00% -20.00% -20.00%

Algo Max DD -19.63% -17.04% -20.19% -17.74% -20.25% -18.83%

Conservative Moderate Aggressive
Period Metric
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* Index change are for price returns only (and exclusive of dividend reinvestments). 

Table 4: Calendar year returns for Bond-enhanced Core Fund (BEF) with 15% allocation cap versus 

Xantos Core Fund (XCF) for Aggressive investment style only. Blue indicate ‘best’ performing column 

for a given row. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance.

 

 

Year

S&P 500 

Annual 

Change*

BEF:15 

Annual 

Returns

XCF Annual 

Returns

Feds Fund 

Rate Cum 

Change

2000 -4.04% -7.01% -9.39% 0.75%

2001 -13.04% -1.37% -0.69% -4.25%

2002 -23.37% -1.88% -0.64% -0.50%

2003 26.38% 76.00% 80.06% -0.25%

2004 8.99% -0.15% 7.83% 1.25%

2005 3.00% 40.63% 36.28% 2.00%

2006 13.62% 1.96% 3.61% 1.00%

2007 3.53% 46.99% 45.62% -1.00%

2008 -38.49% -20.11% -30.02% -4.00%

2009 23.45% 36.87% 50.08% 0.00%

2010 12.78% 58.67% 64.11% 0.00%

2011 0.00% 15.37% 6.98% 0.00%

2012 13.41% 20.38% 19.84% 0.00%

2013 29.60% 79.27% 78.93% 0.00%

2014 11.39% -5.70% -5.52% 0.00%

2015 -0.73% 54.61% 56.51% 0.25%

2016 9.54% 20.54% 20.67% 0.25%

2017 19.42% 74.81% 79.27% 0.75%

2018 -6.24% 21.71% 31.00% 1.00%

2019 28.88% 91.10% 72.41% -0.75%

2020 16.26% 67.75% 71.98% -1.50%

2021 26.89% 22.29% 28.02% 0.00%
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* Index change are for price returns only (and exclusive of dividend reinvestments). 

Table 5: Max Drawdowns per annum for Bond-enhanced Core Fund (BEF) with 15% allocation cap 

versus Xantos Core Fund (XCF) for Aggressive investment style only. Blue indicate ‘best’ performing 

column for a given row. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance.

 

Year

S&P 

Annual 

Max 

Drawdown

BEF:15 

Annual Max 

Drawdown

XCF Annual 

Max 

Drawdown

Feds Fund 

Rate Cum 

Change

2000 -13.36% -15.88% -15.79% 0.75%

2001 -23.80% -13.87% -16.45% -4.25%

2002 -28.99% -17.54% -16.62% -0.50%

2003 -4.40% -9.91% -10.06% -0.25%

2004 -3.77% -21.65% -16.92% 1.25%

2005 -4.54% -7.48% -10.13% 2.00%

2006 -3.09% -29.68% -30.61% 1.00%

2007 -5.23% -3.31% -5.42% -1.00%

2008 -38.96% -24.18% -33.56% -4.00%

2009 -18.62% -10.07% -11.22% 0.00%

2010 -13.14% -13.46% -12.54% 0.00%

2011 -17.03% -14.96% -23.46% 0.00%

2012 -6.97% -10.52% -14.32% 0.00%

2013 -3.13% -8.63% -8.24% 0.00%

2014 -3.56% -17.26% -17.17% 0.00%

2015 -8.89% -8.49% -8.67% 0.25%

2016 -5.47% -7.27% -7.23% 0.25%

2017 -0.04% -1.99% -2.57% 0.75%

2018 -13.97% -19.68% -20.14% 1.00%

2019 -6.58% -12.17% -9.16% -0.75%

2020 -20.00% -16.14% -20.25% -1.50%

2021 -4.76% -15.77% -9.07% 0.00%


